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Market Update — June 23rd, 2017 

Dominick Russo and Fred Dial — Editors 

Spot resin trading remained somewhat unenthusiastic and completed volumes again tallied below average. Still, 
Polyethylene and Polypropylene prices firmed by as much as a penny amid tightening supplies. While buyer interest 
has indeed waned, the flow of fresh railcars has also begun to slow and resellers’ inventories have been thinning out 
with higher asking prices emerging. Polyethylene contracts had the potential to continue lower in June, but managed 
to hold flat. On the contrary, Polypropylene contracts had the opportunity to advance, but also just rolled steady. A 
whole bunch of nothing. The week ahead brings the end of the year’s first half, so would not be surprised to see a 
certain level of supply purge ensue and a fresh market to begin after the traditional slow start to July. 
 
The major energy markets continued to erode and August rolled to the front month. WTI Crude Oil futures made new 
contract lows; while the Aug contract recovered almost $1/bbl from the mid-week trough, it still lost nearly a net $2/bbl 
to end the week at just $43.01/bbl, the lowest close in about 11 months. August Brent Oil futures erased another 
$1.83/bbl to settle Friday $45.54/bbl. Aug Natural Gas futures spent the entire week under $3/mmBtu; the final Friday 
trade was at $2.951/mmBtu, down more than a dime since the previous Friday. NGL prices also declined – Ethane 
dropped more than a penny to $.2375/gal ($.10/lb); Propane slid a couple cents to $.525/gal ($.162/lb).  

The Ethylene market remained pressured and again peeled off more than a penny. Prompt buyers valued material at 
no more than $.22/lb, the lowest level in about 16 months. The forward market currently prices in a modestly growing 
premium for material for the balance of 2017. The spot Propylene market has been slowly gaining strength and prices 
moved a penny higher to around $.39/lb, slightly eclipsing the June contract price of $.385/lb. Based on the $.025/lb 
premium that contracts typical hold to spot, we expect a small bump up for PGP contracts next month, currently esti-
mated at $.02-.03/lb. 

The spot Polyethylene market just ho-hummed along; processors still maintained a negative outlook to pricing and 
just picked away with smaller sized orders. The supply side feels differently, despite a hefty 3 month upstream inven-
tory build, producers have been looking to not only stop the slide, but again turn the market back higher for maybe yet 
another last hurrah increase in August, which has yet to be nominated. Producers did successfully resist the call for 
additional price relief in June after the $.03/lb decrease in May; however, a quick upswing reversal could be a chal-
lenge. 

Crude Oil prices continue to slide, aiding the competitiveness of international Polyethylene producers who derive the 
majority of their Ethylene feedstocks from the Crude / Naphtha stream. As international PE costs decline, the export 
clearing price, which provides a Houston floor for incremental offshore sales, also softens. There is already a large 
gap between export and domestic levels, which cast a dark shadow on a potential domestic price increase. In the 
meantime, PE producers have been running their reactors hard and fresh production remains strong, while many 
processors already claim to be well-supplied through July and will push again for a contract decrease next month. 

Polypropylene trading activity continued to improve, buyers have become a tad more aggressive with their orders and 
spot demand has shown signs of strengthening. Now that the monomer market has bottomed, and there is little rea-
son to think that resin prices could decline further, some processor re-stocking makes sense. Spot PP Homopolymer 
remains available, though prices have ticked a few cents higher. PP Copolymer has become scarce and commands a 
growing premium in the spot market. PP contracts soared $.205/lb in Q1 and considering a flat June, decreased 
$.135/lb in Q2.  
 
A couple years back and after significant effort, PP contracts were disconnected from their tight correlation to volatile 
PGP monomer costs. However, after monomer prices soared again starting in Jan 2017, fast and furious correlated 
cost-push increases were implemented downstream through the chain. Once again we are now seeing the balance 
between supply and demand become tipped back in favor of producers. Downstream demand continues to slowly 
grow and there are no new resin production complexes on the near horizon. The import phenomena of 2016 burned 
many suppliers and the import arbitrage is not wide open, so a massive influx of PP seems unlikely. As we have 
recently been eluding, we believe the market is now setting up for another series of margin expanding increases 
ahead, though the success would not be an automatic slam dunk.  

  Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

  @ResinGuru 

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from exchange observations as well as interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and 
processors. These are considered reliable. The accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of 
the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and 
we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime railcars delivered in USA. 
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Resin for Sale 13,464,216 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

PP Homo - Inj 2,446,852          0.500$   0.560$   0.490$    0.530$   

HMWPE - Film 2,336,876          0.510$   0.570$   0.485$    0.525$   

LLDPE - Film 1,935,864          0.500$   0.590$   0.505$    0.545$   

LDPE - Film 1,587,312          0.580$   0.645$   0.575$    0.615$   

PP Copo - Inj 1,348,736          0.525$   0.630$   0.525$    0.565$   

HDPE - Blow 1,275,472          0.490$   0.550$   0.475$    0.515$   

LLDPE - Inj 998,368             0.560$   0.620$   0.545$    0.585$   

LDPE - Inj 878,644             0.570$   0.635$   0.555$    0.595$   

HDPE - Inj 656,092             0.600$   0.680$   0.595$    0.635$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


